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What ingredients are necessary to describe all maximal subgroups of the 
general finite group G? This paper is concerned with providing such an 
analysis. 
A good first reduction is to take into account the first isomorphism 
theorem, which tells us that the maximal subgroups containing a given 
normal subgroup N of G correspond, under the natural projection, to the 
maximal subgroups of the quotient group G/N. Let e = +~c denote the 
collection of maximal subgroups of G, and let H* be the subset of those 
M E +Z with Ker,(M) = 1, where Ker,(M) denotes the largest normal 
subgroup of G contained in M. Then the first isomorphism theorem allows us 
to identify M with the disjoint union UNaG M,$,,,,. Actually, what we really 
want to parameterize are the conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups, but 
this too works well: If $37 = C$ denotes the set of G-cbnjugacy classes of 
elements of *t, and V* is defined similarly, then we have 
Hence our analysis is reduced to n* and 5?*, rather than *E and ‘X7, if we 
assume a knowledge of the normal subgroup structure of G. The reduction is 
really even better than that, since often nGIN = 4. For example, if G is a p- 
group, then +zzN = 4 unless 1 GINI = p. 
Our main result is Theorem 1 below, which gives a general structural 
description of finite groups G with ez nonempty, describes what r,* looks 
like, and determines 5Yz up to some difficult but well-defined problems: 
Let G be a finite group with L < G < Aut(L) for some nonabelian simple 
group L, and let V be faithful irreducible G-module over some field of prime 
order. 
’ Both authors receive partial support from the National Science Foundation. 
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(1) Determine SFz.G z H’(G, v). 
(2) Determine SF:. 
It is likely that a considerable knowledge of the irreducible modules for 
simple groups will enter into any final solution of either problem, cf. 141. 
(For some corrections to [4] see the Appendix to this paper.) 
The first cohomology group H’(G, v) of a group G on a G-module V has 
many interpretations, but the relevant one here is as the set of conjugacy 
classes of complements to V in the semidirect product V.G. This inter- 
pretation carries over to the case where V is nonabelian (cf. the discussion in 
Section 2) though H’(G, v) is no longer a group. In the process of obtaining 
Theorem 1 we also prove a result on nonabelian 1-cohomology of 
independent interest; that result is recorded in Theorem 2. Among other 
things, Theorem 2 gives the existence of some unusual subgroups in wreath 
products that are more or less invisible to standard techniques in group 
theory. Cf. the discussion of part (C)(l) of Theorem 1 at the end of the next 
section. 
Finally, if G is a finite group and V a faithful irreducible module for G 
over a field of prime characteristic with H’(G, V) # 0, then in Theorem 3 we 
determine the structure of the generalized Fitting subgroup of G and the 
representation of that subgroup on V. 
STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We continue the notation introduced above with G a finite group. Aut(G), 
Inn(G), and Out(G) denote the group of automorphisms, inner 
automorphisms, and outer automorphisms of G, respectively. If H/K is a 
section of G then Aut,(H/K) denotes the group of automorphisms of H/K 
induced in G; thus 
and C&/K) consists of those g E N,(H) nN,(K) with [H, g] <K. 
Out&Y/K) is the image of Aut,(H/K) in Out(H/K). 
We will often consider a group D with a given direct product decom- 
position D = nicl Li. A diagonal subgroup A of D (with respect to this 
decomposition) is a subgroup for which each projection A + Li is injective; if 
these maps are in fact all isomorphisms then A is a full diagonal subgroup of 
D. ST, denotes the set of full diagonal subgroups of D and 9YD denotes the D- 
conjugacy classes of such subgroups. For JS I write D, = ~EJ Lj and 
abbreviate gD, = gJ, etc., with jT = SrD and 9 = gD when no confusion can 
arise. Suppose G acts on D and permutes d = {Li: i E I}. Then we denote by 
g(G) the G-stable classes in g. Let 9(G) denote the G-stable partitions p 
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of A and 9*(G) the maximal nontrivial G-stable partitions of A; that is, 
TG E 9*(G) if P E 9(G) and r is minimal subject o this constraint and to 
(I’( > 1. Notice we do allow T’= A. For L E A, write Y*(G, L) for the 
collection of subsets I’ of A with L E r and p E 9*(G). 
Recall the generalized Fitting subgroup of G is the subgroup F*(G) 
generated by all subnormal nilpotent or quasisimple subgroups of G, with the 
latter subgroups called the components of G. A group is quasisimple if it is 
perfect and simple module its center. It turns out F*(G) is the central 
product of the Fitting subgroup of G and the components of G. An 
important special case of our analysis occurs when D = F*(G) is the direct 
product of the set A of all G-conjugates of some simple component L of G; 
in that event the notation and terminology of the last paragraph applies, and 
is used without comment. 
We are now ready to state the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite group with H* nonempty and set 
D = F*(G). Then one of the following holds: 
(A) D is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p, G acts 
irreducibly on D, and n* is the set of complements to D in G. If I@?* I >, 1 
then F*(G/D) is the direct product of the conjugates of a simple component 
L of G/D, Co(L) centralizes U = [D, L], AutG(L) acts faithfully and 
irreducibly on U, and there is a natural bijection 
ST* s H’(Aut,(L), U). 
(B) D is the direct product of the G-conjugates of L x K where L and 
K are isomorphic nonconjugate simple components of G. Let g(L) consist of 
those U in KG with N,(L) = NG(U) and DLv(NG(L)) # 0. Then B* consists 
of those subgroups M of G such that G = MD and Mn D is the direct 
product of the M-conjugates of a full diagonal subgroup of LU(M) for some 
U(M) in P(L). The map MG H (Mn L U(M))D gives a bijection 
SLY* g u ~LU(NG(LU))- 
UE F(L) 
Indeed g* = &W(L) CO”t,L,(outG(L))~ 
(C) D is the direct product of the set A of G-conjugates of some simple 
component L of G. The set & is the disjoint union of G-stable subsets nT, 
1 Gi < 3, corresponding to the three cases below, and 59* decomposes 
accordingly. Specifically 
@t= (NE e*:Aut,(L)=Aut,(L) andNnD= 1) 
nc = (NE +v*: Aut,(L) = Aut,(L) and N f7 D # 1 } 
*f = {NE *t*: Aut,(L) is maximal in Au&(L)} 
leading to the following three cases: 
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(1) Let n; consist of those complements M to D with Inn(L) < 
Aut,(L). Then e: consists of those members of PJ; contained in no member 
of PZ?. Moreover there is a natural bijection between the collection %?‘I of 
orbits of G on m; and the set of D-classes of complements X to D/C,(L) in 
N,(L)/C,(L) with Inn(L) Q Am,(L). 
Theorem 4 gives a necessary and suflcient condition for a member of +z; to 
be contained in n: and gives a parametrization of g:. 
(2) ec consists of those subgroups M of G such that G = MD, M n D 
is the direct product of the M-conjugates of M n D, E Fr, for some r with 
p E 9*(G). The map MC b (Mn Dr)Dr gives a bijection 
Tc.P*(G,L) 
Theorem 5, applied to the various D,, makes this parametrization explicit. 
(3) B: consists of those subgroups M of G such that G = MD, Mn D 
is the direct product of the M-conjugates of M n L, Aut,(L) is a maximal 
subgroup of Aut,(L) which does not contain Inn(L), and Am,(L) n 
Inn(L) = Aut,,L(L). The map MC + (AutM(L))*QCL) gives a bijection 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a group containing a normal subgroup D which is 
the direct product of the X-conjugates of some subgroup L. Let 
D’ = (Lx - {L}) and if T is a complement to D in X define n(T) = 
D’N,(L)/D’. Then p is a surjective map from the set of all complements to D 
in X onto the set of all complements to DID’ z L in N,(L)/D’, and ,u induces 
a bijection 
TX --t PUN 
of conjugacy classes of complements. 
An auxiliary result (3.6) also describes which complements to D in N,(L) 
have the form N,(L) for some complement T to D in X. 
It was recently pointed out to us that on the one hand there is some 
overlap between Theorems 1 and 2 and some work of Gross and Kovacs in 
[7,8], and on the other that Proposition 1.29 in [6] is the split case of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a finite group, p a prime, K a field of charac- 
teristic p, and V a faithful irreducible KG-module such that H’(G, V) # 0. 
Then 
(1) F*(G) is the direct product of the G-conjugates of a simple 
component L of G ofvrder divisible by p. 
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(2) V is the direct sum of the G-conjugates of U = [V, L 1. 
(3) N,JL) acts irreducibly on U with Co(L) = C,(U). 
(4) H’(G, V-) E H’(Aut,(L), v>. 
(5) dim(H’(G, v)) < dim(H’(L, E)) f or each nontrivial irreducible 
KL-submodule E of V. 
THEOREM 4. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 1, and 
assume case C of Theorem 1 holds. Let B be the set of normal subgroups E
of N,(L) such that 
(i) D GE < LC,(L) with DC,(L)/E z L, and 
(ii> ~~(CG(r),C,(~))XL)(NG(L)) is nonww and 
(iii) for each I’E 9*(G, L) with %?,r(N,(D,)) nonempty, the 
following two conditions hold: 
(a) either E or DC,(L) is not normal in No(Dr), and 
(b) the section N,(L)/E has no normal complement in No(D,). 
Then we have 
(1) m f consists of those A4 E PZ; such that DC,(L) E g’. 
(2) g':: = 8 x G",,,,(0%(L)). 
By definition tf A 4 B < C are groups then a complement to the section 
A/BinCisasubgroupNofCwithBN=CandBnN=A. 
Lemma 7.30 gives another parameterization of 5!?‘:: in terms of N,(L)- 
invariant L-orbits of homomorphisms from DC,(L)/D to L. Similarly 
Theorem 5 in Section 5 gives a bijection between g(G) and the set of 
homomorphisms from G into Out(L) extending the conjugation map from 
N,(L) to Out(L) (in the event g(G) is nonempty). The latter result shows 
[SF; 1 Q IY*(G, L)( (Out(L)(, for example (cf. 5.15 or 6.4.3.) 
The question of when 5F* is nonempty in case A or B and when @! is 
nonempty in case C are left open. The first question simply asks if a certain 
group extension splits, and the other two have a similar flavor. 
The maximal subgroups in part (C)( 1) seem particularly interesting; each 
is a complement to D = F*(G) in G, although very complement need not be 
maximal. Theorem 2 gives a bijection between the complements to D in G 
and the complements to L in N,(L)/C,(L), and Theorem 4 and Lemma 7.30 
supply a means for deciding maximality. Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 give ad hoc 
methods for deciding whether %?F is nonempty. To illustrate the theory, 
consider the wreath product G = A, wr A,. Then N,(L)/C,(L) Z A, X A,, so 
a full diagonal subgroup X of No(L)/C,(L) is a complement to L. Hence by 
Theorem 2 there exists a complement M to D in G with N,(L) C,(L)/ 
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C,(L) =X, and by 7.2 M is maximal in G. Carlos Scoppola supplies an 
alternate argument for the existence of at least one nonstandard complement 
in G = A, wr A,. Namely, A, has a transitive representation on 30 letters 
with 6 blocks of imprimitivity of size 5, and hence is embedded in a copy of 
G in S,, preserving this set of blocks.’ 
1. DIAGONAL SUBGROUPS 
Let L be a group, ST = (a,: L + Li: i E I) a family of isomorphisms, and 
D = niEI Li the direct product of the groups Li, i E I. For x E L define the 
diagonal of ST to be 
diag(jT)= n Xai:xE L . 
I id I 
Let Aut,(D) be the subgroup of Aut(D) permuting A = {Li: i E Z}. 
(1.1) Let S be the symmetric group on Z, L,? = Aut(Li), and 
D* = niEI LT. ai induces the isomorphism 
aT:L*=Aut(L)+L: 
P-P 
and if we set T* = (a?: i E I) and let S act on D via 
s: /! XiaiT il,l Xisai7 sESyxiEL 
then 
(1) A = Aut,(D) is the semidirect product of D* and S. 
(2) S acts on D* via 
s: n xi*aT + n xEai*, sES,xi*EL*. 
icI ieI 
(3) N,.,(diag(ST)) = S x diag(X*) 1 S X Aut(L). 
Proof. A, is isomorphic to a subgroup of D*, while D* < A,, so 
D* = A, a A. Thus D*S is subgroup of A. Also AA < Sym(A) = SA, so 
AA = SA. Hence A = SAA = SD*, and as S, = 1, the product is semidirect. 
So (1) holds. 
For i E Z let Di = n+i Li. Then LT = Co*(Di) so for s E S, (LT)S = Lz, 
and in particular U = N,(L i) = N,(L t). Further [U, L r ] < CA (Li) n 
C,(D,) = C,(D) = 1. Therefore (2) holds. 
’ Note added in prooJ K. Gruenberg and L. Kovacs have informed the authors that they 
independently obtained a result similar to Theorem 3. 
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Let B = diag(jT) and B * = diag(Sr*). Evidently B *S = B * X S < 
N,(B)=M.MA<AA=SA,soM=SMA.B*<MAwithAut(B)~B*and 
B* is faithful on B, so MA = B*C(B), . Finally, if g E C(B), then g 
centralizes xa and hence also its projection Xai on Li for each x EL and 
i E I. Thus g E C,(D) = 1, so C(B), = 1 and M = SB *. 
Remark. In Section 3 we discuss wreath products. Notice that from that 
discussion and Lemma 1.1, Aut,(D) is just the wreath product L * wr, S 
where S is the symmetric group on Z and L* = Aut(L). 
A diagonal subgroup of D is a subgroup X of D such that each projection 
xi: X+ Li, i E Z, is an injection. A full diagonal subgroup is a diagonal 
subgroup for which each projection is an isomorphism. 
(1.2) Let i’ E Z, L = L,,, g the set of full diagonal subgroups of D, and 
& the set of families .7 = (ai: L + Liz i E I) of isomorphisms with ai’ = 1. 
Then 
(1) The map K+ diag(ST) is a bijection of & with 9J. 
(2) The map in (1) commutes with the actions of C,,(L) on g and on 
& by right multiplication. D* is transitive on @ and C,,(L) is regular on 
Qa. 
(3) IfL and Z arejinite then 1g1 = lAut(L)I”, where 111 = n + 1. 
Proof. For XE @ define a:= rt,‘rq: L+ L, and R’(X)= (al: iEZ). 
Then Sr’(X) E &’ with X = diag(x’(X)). Conversely if jr E g then 
x’(diag(jr)) = jr, so (1) holds. 
Evidently the map in (1) commutes with the actions of C,,(L), and 
C,,(L) is regular on -c4, so (2) holds. Assume L and Z are finite with 
II) = n + 1. As C,,(L) is regular on J/, 19~ I = 1x2 I= I C,,(L)1 = 1 Aut(L)I”, 
so (3) holds. 
(1.3) Let G < Aut,(D) with G transitive on A. Let X < L = Li, with 
XNccL’ = XL. Let a be the set of subgroups Y of D such that Y = ni,, Xi for 
some Xi E Xc (7 Li. Then D is transitive on R I~Z and L are finite. 
Proof: Let d = XL. As 4 is N,(L)-invariant, 4’ is of order 
n = 1 G: N,(L)1 = IZI. Hence 
bG = {Xff: i E I) 
for some XiEXGnLi. Now /l2l=l@l"=IL:N,(X)J"=ID:N,(Y)J for 
Y = ni,, Xi E R. So D is transitive on R. 
In the remainder of this section we assume L to be a finite nonabelian 
simple group and assume Z is finite. Then we may identify Li with its group 
Inn(L,) of inner automorphisms and hence identify D with the normal 
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subgroup Inn(D) of A = Aut,(D). Moreover Aut(D) permutes the 
components Li, i E I, of D, so A = Aut(D). 
Let 9 be the set of all partitions of A. P E 9 is nontrivial if Irl > 1 for 
some r E P. If G <A then G permutes 9 in an obvious fashion. Partially 
order 9 by P < Q if P is a refinement of Q. The minimal nontrivial G- 
invariant partitions (mentioned in the statement of Theorem 1) are the 
minimal members of the set of all nontrivial G-invariant partitions under this 
partial order. 
For rs A let D, = nKEr K. Let 9 be the set of tuples (Hr: r E P) as P 
varies over 9 and Hr varies over the set of full diagonal subgroups of Dr. 
Partially order 9 by (Hr: r E P) < (I?*: D E p) if p< P and Hr is a full 
diagonal subgroup of fl,.,-,,, R (with respect to that decomposition), where 
p(r) consists of those members of P” contained in r. 
Let R be the collection of subgroups H of D such that the projections 
ni: H+ Li are surjections for each i E I. Partially order R by inclusion. 
We now state two lemmas from 141. For completeness we include proofs 
of these lemmas. 
(1.4) Let HER. Then there exists P E 9 such that H = nrep Hz, is 
the direct product of the full diagonal subgroups Hz, of D,, where 
rtr:H+D, is the projection map with respect to the decomposition 
D = IIr,, D,. 
ProoJ Let r & A be minimal subject to K = H n B # 1, where B = D, . 
By minimality of r the projection rti: K --t Li is nontrivial for each Li E I. As 
BgD, K=HnBi]H, so I#K~i~Hrri=Li. As Li is simple we 
conclude 7ci: K -+ Li is a surjection for each Li E I. Next ker(q) < 
nJEr-tL,, J, so by minimality of r, ker(n,) = 1. Thus n, is an isomorphism 
and K is a full diagonal subgroup of B. 
Let E = D,-r, so that D = E x B. Let rr: H + B be the projection with 
respect to this decomposition. Again K = Kz 4 Hz But as K is a full 
diagonal subgroup of B, 1.2 and 1.1.3 imply K = N,(K), so Hn = K. Thus 
H = K x C,(K) with C,(K) = ker(z) = H n E. Finally, for Li E A - I, 
Li = H;lri = (H f7 E) xi, so the lemma holds by induction on the order of 1. 
(1.5) (1) The map (H,: I E P) + nrep H, is an isomorphism of 9 
and R as partially ordered sets. 
(2) IfHEZand H<XQD then XER. 
Proof. If HER and H<X<D, then Li=H7zi<Xzi, so XEZ and 
(2) holds. 
Let rp be the map defined in (1). Evidently (p maps 9 into R and 
preserves the partial order. By 1.4, rp is a surjection. As the components of 
nrCp H, are the groups Hr, r E P, rp is an injection. Suppose H = nrcP Hr 
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is a subgroup of nnop R,. Let n,:H+fi, and ni:DjLi, iE0 be the 
projections. Li = Hri = HZ, zi < (H,) 7~~ and xi: Z!?a + Li is an isomorphism, 
so ?rn is a surjection. Thus by 1.4 there is a partition P’ of !j such that for 
each P E P, H, is a full diagonal subgroup of nnce R, for some 8 E P’. 
ThenT=U ~E,R,so~isaretinementofPand(Hr:PEP)<(#,:RE~) 
as desired. 
(1.6) Assume G < A = Aut(D) and M < G with G = MD, M is transitive 
on A, and H=MnD=n rEP H,. E 3, for some (Hr: P E P) E 9. Then 
(1) M=N,(H). 
(2) P is G-invariant. 
(3) For each TE P, (H,)b r is a N,(D,)-invariant class of full 
diagonal subgroups of Dr. 
(4) Assume P” is a G-invariant rejkement of P and for 0 E P” let E?, 
be the projection of H on Do. Then r?= nn6p r?, is an M-invariant 
member of R containing H and (H,)Dfl is No(D,)-invariant. 
(5) ME*o if and only if P is a minimal nontrivial G-invariant 
partition of A. 
ProoJ As D is trivial on A and G = MD, p E 9 is G-invariant precisely 
when p is M-invariant. As H,, P E P, are the components of H and 
H = Mn D 4 M, P is M-invariant. Thus (2) holds. Also N,(H) = MN,(H) 
and ND(H) = n,,,(N(H,) n D,). By 1.2 and 1.1.3, H, = N(H,) n D,, so 
(1) holds. Also for r E P, No(D,) = DN,(D,) and N,(D,) < N(H,). Hence 
(Hr)Dr is N,(D,)-invariant, so (3) holds. 
Assume the hypothesis and notation of (4). For R E p, N,(D,) acts on 
the projection fig of H on D, and for g E M, QK E I’, and fin8 = (R,)K. 
Hence M < N,(H). Of course H < fi, so ml? n D = A and the last part of 
(4) follows from (3). 
If M E e then by (4), P is a minimal nontrivial G-invariant partition of A. 
Conversely assume P is maximal and let M < Y < G. Then Y = MX, where 
H<X=YnD. By 1.5, X=n,,,- X, for some refinement p of P. As 
M < N(X), P’ is G-invariant, so by minimality of P, p is trivial. Hence X = D 
and Y=MX=G. That is, ME&. 
2. I-COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we recall some facts about 1-cohomology. 
Let G be a group acting on a group A. In this section we write our actions 
on the left. For x, y E G, “y = yxm’ = xyx- ‘. A.G denotes the semidirect 
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product of A and G. The set T(G,A) of cocycles consists of the functions 
y: G -+ A satisfying the cocycle condition 
Ygh = Yp ’ ?h 
for all g, h E G. yp denotes the image of g in A under y, and for a E A, gu is 
the image of a under g. 
Given a cocycle y, let y*: G -+ A.G be defined by y*(g) = yg g. The 
cocycle condition is equivalent o the assertion that y* is a homomorphism. 
Indeed the map y-+ y*(G) is a bijection of T(G, A) with the set of 
complements to A in A.G. Moreover if a E A, then ‘(y*(G)) = P*(G), where 
/3 is the cycle 
/?:g-+a a y; gu-1. 
Cocycles y and y’ are defined to be cohomologous if there exists a E A with 
y; = aY ga-’ for all g in G. Cohomology is an equivalence relation and we 
write [y] for the cohomology class of y, and write H’(G, A) for the set of 
cohomology classes. From the discussion above the map [y] + “y*(G) 
defines a bijection between H’(G, A) and the set of conjugacy classes of 
complements to A in A.G. The trivial class in Hi(G, A) is the class of the 
trivial cocycle mapping each element of G to 1. This cocycle corresponds to 
the “standard copy” of G in A.G. 
(2.1) If G’ is a complement to A in A.G then H’(G, A) z H’(G’, A). This 
assertion is immediate from the bijections of H’(G, A) and H’(G’, A) with 
the classes of complements o A in A.G. 
A acts on Hom(G, A) via: 
r%)(g) = VP(g)), uEA,gEG,a,EHom(G,A). 
Denote by A?‘om(G, A) the set of orbits of A on Hom(G, A) under this action. 
(2.2) Assume G acts by inner automorphisms on A in the sense that there 
exists i E Hom(G, A) with gu = i(g) aforeuchaEA,gEG.ForyET(G,A) 
define 
n(y): + A 
g * yg . i(g). 
Then n(y) E Hom(G, A) and the map 
[Yl t--+ "MY>> 
defines a bijection H’(G, A) z Xom(G, A). 
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ProoJ A straightforward calculation shows n(r) E Hom(G, A) and the 
map Iv1 -+ “($7)) is a well-defined injection. If GI E Hom(G, A) then define 
y: G+ A by yg = a(g) i(g)-‘. Then y E T(G, A), so the map is a surjection. 
Some more notation: Let Rom*(G, A) denote the set of orbits of 
surjective homomorphisms. If Z is a group acting on G and A then Z acts on 
Hom(G, A) via (‘p)(g) = ‘(p(g”)), z E Z, g E G, q E Hom(G, A). Further 
this action induces an action of Z on Rom*(G, A) defined by ‘(@‘) = (‘VP>“, 
z E Z, qoA Ezom(G, A). Denote by Romz(G, A) the fixed points of Z on 
Rom*(G, A) under this action. 
(2.3) Let A be a nonabelian simple group normal in G and let & denote 
the set of conjugacy classes MC of complements to A in G such that 
Inn(A) < A&,(A). For MC E JS? define v,,,, to be the homomorphism from 
C,(A) to A mapping an element o the inverse of its projection on A with 
respect o the decomposition G = A.M. Then the map q: MG -+ (v~)~ defines 
a bijection J/ z Rom,*(C,(A), A). 
Proof. Let K = C,(A) and notice Hom(K, A), Rom(K, A) = H’(K, A), 
and Rom*(K, A) consists of the orbits q” such that Inn(A) = AutwtfK)(A). 
Moreover the map M” N (M f7 KA)’ defines a bijection between d and the 
G-invariant classes of complements Vet with pA E Rom*(K, A). Hence 
to complete the proof we must show 9’ E Rom*(K, A) is a fixed point of G 
if and only if Vale is G-invariant. 
If Vet is G-invariant then G = N&*(K))A, and NG(p*(K)) commutes 
with the map rp, so that qA is a fixed point of G. Conversely if pA is a fixed 
point, then as the action of A on Hom(K, A) is the restriction to A of the 
action of G on Hom(K, A), G = AM, where M is the stabilizer of 9 in G, and 
q*(K) = M f7 KA 4 M, so that p*(K)” is G-invariant. 
(2.4) Assume the hypothesis and notation of 2.3 with K = C,(A) G A and 
J/ nonempty. Then &’ E C,,,,,,(Out,(A)). 
Proof. As rEp is nonempty, we saw in the proof of 2.3 that there exists an 
isomorphism (D: 4 + A such that G = AM, where M is the stabilizer of rp in 
G. Let g-+a, and g+pp be the conjugation maps of G into Aut(A) and 
Aut W, respectively. Hom*(K, A) = {a 0 rp: a E Aut(A)} and for 
r// E Hom*(K, A), g E G, and k E K, (gtq)(k) = g(y/(kg)) = (a, 0 v o/3; l)(k), 
so gw = ag o w 0 p,‘. As /I, = 1 for g E A, vA = Inn(A)y/, so 71: I# + Inn(A)v 
is a bijection of Rom*(K, A) with Out(A) = Aut(A)/Inn(A). Also for 
gEM, grp=q, so rpo/l;l=a;‘o 
,.p,‘=((a) ) 
rp, and thus writing IJ = a 0 cp, gw = ag 0 
g a oq, so ?r defines an M-isomorphism, where M acts on 
Out(A) by conjugation. As A is in the kernel of both actions, 7r is also a G- 
isomorphism so & is isomorphic to the fixed point set C,,,,,,(Out,(A)) of 
G acting on Out(A) by conjugation. 
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3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section, actions of groups on sets will be on the left. Given group 
elements x and y we write “y for yx-’ = xyx-‘. If S is a group acting on a 
group N, the semidirect product will be denoted by N.S. If S acts on a set R 
and L is a group, the wreath product L wr S = L wr, S is the semidirect 
product D.S where D = nn L consists of all functionsf: 0 + L and S acts 
on D via 
UW) =f(a% UE8,SES (*I 
where by definition as = s; ‘. 
When 52 is the set S/U of left cosets tU of a subgroup U of S, it will often 
be convenient to view the functions in n, L as defined on S, but constant 
on the cosets of U. That is, we let S act on itself by left multiplication and 
embed L wr, S in L wrs S via the injection 
Lwr,S-+Lwr,S 
.e++.f: 
wheref’: S-r L is defined byf’(tu) =f(tU) for t E S and u E U. Subject to 
this identification, Eq. (*) becomes 
u-)(t) =f@ -‘t>, s, t E s. (**I 
The group L wrs S has a useful faitful permutation representation on the 
set L x S given by 
‘“(x, t) = (f(s0-T 4, fEn,L,xEL,s, fES. (3*) 
The embedding of L wr, S in L wr, S then induces a faithful action of the 
former group on L X S. 
(3.1) Generalized Wreath Products 
In the remainder of this section X denotes a group with a normal subgroup 
s = rIdI L,, which is a direct product of groups L, isomorphic to L and 
permuted transitively according to an action of X on the index set a; thus 
“(L,) = Lxu9 xEX,aEQ. 
Moreover except in 3.5 we assume X= D.S is the semidirect product of D 
and some subgroup S. 
There are two useful ways to identify D with functions f on R. The 
simplest is to letf(a) take values in L,, and identify f with naeR f (a) E D. 
The action of S on D then translates into 
Cf>(a> = “(f (s- la)), sES, aEf2. (4*) 
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A second point of view, used in our earlier discussion of the wreath product, 
is to use the isomorphism of L with L, and let f take values in L; this gives 
(“f)(a) = +yf(S-la)), sES,aEQ (5*) 
for some automorphism rJa> of L. In the case of wreath product, r&a) = 1 
for each s E S and a E J2, as reflected in Eq. (*), after suitable translation of 
notation. More generally we have an embedding of X in (L. Aut(L)) wr, S 
extending the natural inclusion n, L + lJ, (L. Aut(L)), and mapping s E S 
to srs, where t,: 0 --$ Aut(L) is the function mapping a to 5$(a). Having 
pointed out this embedding, in the remainder of this section we adopt the 
second point of view only for wreath products. In both cases we use the 
convention (introduced earlier) that functions on R may be viewed as 
functions on S constant on the cosets of the stabilizer U in S of some point 
of n. 
(3.2) The Correspondence Going Down 
Again U is the stabilizer in S of a point of 52, so we regard R as the coset 
space S/U. Let D’ = naER-,o, L,,sothat UactsonD’andDUfD’ZL.U. 
Let x: DU- DU/D’ be the natural map. If S’ is a complement to D in X 
then U’ = S’ n DU is a complement to D in DU, so rr(U’) is a complement 
to z(D) z L in n(DU) r L.U. Let p(S’) be the image of n(U’) in L.U. If S” 
is a complement conjugate to S’ in X then S” is conjugate to S’ under D, so 
p(S”) is conjugate to p(S’) under L. We now establish the converse. 
(3.3) Let S’ and S” be complements to D in X, and suppose ,u(S’) is 
conjugate to ,u(S”) in L.U. Then S’ is conjugate to S” in X. Indeed tf 
,u(S’) =,u(S”) then S’ is conjugate to S” under the action of any subgroup 
D, of D of the form n, L, with L, < L and DOS’ = DOS”. 
Proof Without loss we may take p(S’) =p(S”). Let o:X-+ (L. 
Aut(L)) wr, S be the embedding described in 3.1. By definition of o, o(S) is 
a complement to D* = nn (L. Aut(L)) in D*.S, and then as S’ and S” are 
complements to D in D.S. and (p(D) = rp(DS)n D*, (o(S’) and v(S”) are 
complements to D* in D*S. p(S’) = ,a(S”) so as p(D) = q$DS) n D*, we 
have n*(qr(U’)) = 7~*(q+Y”)) and then ~*(p(s”)) = p*@(P)), using the 
obvious notation. Now if L, and D, are as in the statement of the lemma, 
and o(S’) is conjugate to q(S”) under q(D,), the certainly S’ is conjugate to 
S” under D,. Hence, passing to D*S and preforming a suitable change of 
notation, we may assume X = L wr, S is a wreath product. 
For s E S, Dsn S’ and Ds n S” contain unique elements which we 
denote by s’ and s” and let /3, = s’s - ’ and ys = S”S -’ be the corresponding 
elements of D. Notice that s’ =psy;‘s”, so as D,S’ = DOS”, /?,r;’ ED,. 
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Regarding /I, and y, as functions from 0 into L, this is equivalent to the 
assertion that P,(t) y,(t)-’ E L, for each t E S. 
Since p(S’) = p(S”) we have x(U) = z(V)) where U’ = S’ n DU and 
U” = S” n DU. Thus for u E U, z(u’) = z(u”), so /?, y;’ E ker(n) = D,; 
equivalently /3,(U) = y,(U), or using our convention embedding X in 
L wrs S, this becomes p,(l)= y,(l). Now from (**) we obtain 
sp,(s) = sy,(s) for all s E S. As a consequence of the definition of p, and ys 
we have /3,, = p,“p, and ysU = yssyU. Then recalling that p,, and ysU are 
constant on the cosets of U, we have p&u) ysU(su))’ =/3$,(s) ysU(s)-’ = 
p,(s) y,(s)-‘. Hence if we define 6 E I-I, L by 6(s) =/I,(s) y,(s)-’ we have 6 
constant on the cosets of U, so 6 E n, L = D. Indeed as p,(s) y,(s)-’ E L,, 
even 6E D,. 
Define 6’ and 6” in n, L by 6’(s) =/3,(s) and s”(s) = y,(s). To show 6 
conjugates S” to S’ it is enough to show 6’ conjugates S to S’ and 6” 
conjugates S to S”. For this we use the faithful action of L wrs S on L X S. 
First note that by (3%) 
yx, 1) = (S’(s)x, s) = (p&)x, s) = bsS(x, 1) = “‘(x, 1) 
for all s E S and x E L. So for s E S 
yx, t) = yx, 1) = yx, 1) = S’f’(x, 1) 
= s’y& 1) = yx, t). 
We have shown 6’s = s’6’, so that 6’ conjugates S to S’ as desired. The 
same argument shows 6” conjugates S to S”, completing the proof of the 
lemma. 
(3.4) The Correspondence Going Up 
Recall the discussion of 1-cohomology in Section 2. By the hypothesis of 
this section we have an action of S on D and an action of U on L via the 
identification of L with the factor L, of D stabilized by U. So T(S, D) and 
T(U, L) are defined. 
Let y be a set of right coset representatives for U in S containing 1 as the 
representative of the coset U. Define u: S -+ U by 
u(s) = sy-‘, yE%/,sESfTyU. 
For x, s E S and y E T(U, L) define 
f,(x) = (Y;(:)Yu(xs,)x 
and define 
TAX> =Lw’). 
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Observe first that 
u(m) = vu(s) for all s E S, u E U 
and hence by the cocycle condition we have 
Then for vE U and xEX, 
Hence for each s E S, f,: x -+ f,(x) is a function from S into L constant on 
the right cosets of U, so 1’, E n, L < n, L. Thus p: s I--+ Fs is a function 
from S into no L = D. 
We show next that p satisfies the cocycle condition. For ifs, t, x E S, then 
by (4+) we have 
~&>(“7t>(x) = T&>” (Y;@ - ‘4) 
and then applying the definitions of ji, f,, and f,, we get 
ps(x>” (lq-‘4) =fswT (.LW’sN 
= (Y&l)Yu(x-ls,)x-’ “((Y,(:-,,,Y,,,~,,,,)x--‘“) 
= (Ylrc:-I,Yu(x~ls,,)X~’ =fs,w> = Y,,(X)* 
So the cocycle condition holds and hence 
y tt y’ is a map from T(U, L) into T(S, 0). (6*) 
Next y”*(S) consists of the elements jY$ss,  E S, so ,~u(j*(S)) consists of the 
elements jr,(l)v, v E U. As FJl) =S,(l) = y;C:jyUCUj = yv, we conclude: 
4?*(s)) = Y*(u). (7*) 
(3.5) The Nonsplit Case 
Together with (3.3) the result (7*) establishes Theorem 2 below under the 
hypothesis that X is a semidirect product D.S. We now drop the assumption 
that D has a complement in X and show 
D has a complement in X if n(D) has a complement in x(N,(L)). (8*) 
Suppose W/D’ is a complement to DID’ in N,(L)/D’, and consider the 
homomorphism X-t Sym(X/ W), where the latter is the symmetric group on 
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the set of right cosets of W in X. The kernel is contained in Wand intersects 
D trivially, so without loss we may assume the kernel is 1 and the map is an 
inclusion. Note L acts regularly on the points in L W/W, but fixes all the 
rest. No point is fixed by D, and the points moved by L,, L, are disjoint for 
distinct a, /I. 
The normalizer N of D in Sym(X/w> can now be seen to have a very nice 
form. The normalizer of L induces on the support of L a group i in which L 
is a regular normal subgroup, and we have 
N = (n z, Sym(Q) z L’ wr, Sym(Q). 
n i 
Since L is regular in z, it has a complement, call it V. Then (n, V,) 
Sym(Q) E V wr, Sym(Q) is a complement to D in N. It follows that D has a 
complement in X as well, and (8*) is proved. 
With a little further study of N above we could even reprove (7*). 
However, we will need the cocycles again momentarily. Meanwhile observe 
that (3.3), (7*), and (8*) establish Theorem 2. 
The following section is not needed elsewhere in this paper. 
(3.6) Stability 
Notice that a complement V to D in N,(L) is not necessarily contained in 
a complement T to D in X; we are only guaranteed D’V= D’N,(L). What 
conditions on V guarantee VS T, or, equivalently, I/= N,(L) for some 
complement T to D in X? 
PROPOSITION. If V is a complement to D in N,(L), then V c T for some 
complement T to D in X if and only if 
D V” C’ V is D-conjugate to V” (7 D V for each x E X. 
Proof: First suppose Vz T. Note that the condition on x depends only 
on the D-coset to which it belongs. Hence we may take x E T. But now both 
V and V* are contained in T, and we have 
Next suppose the conjugacy condition is satisfied. We will use the method 
of (3.4), carefully choosing the set $P of right coset representatives for U in 
S required there. Let 2 be a set of (U, U) double coset representatives in S, 
and for each z E 8, let pZ be a set of right coset representatives for U’ n U 
in U. Finally, put y = lJZEgzpZ. 
Let /I E T(U, D) and y E T(U, L) be cocycles corresponding to V. Thus 
P,(l)=r, for sEU. Choose d,ED with (DV”f7V)dz=Vrf7DV. Let 
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sEUn’U and t=s’. Then t E U< DV, so vSs)’ E V’ I’T DV. Also 
Ptt E DV’ n V, so (/3tt)dz E V’ fl DV. As D&t)“’ = Dt = D(/?,s)’ we 
conclude (/I, s)’ = (8, t)dz. Now -as t acts on L’ we conclude @,(z - ‘)t)dz = 
/3:(z-‘)t = (/?,(l))z . t (by (4*)) =yf . t, which we record: 
(/3,(2 - ‘)t)dz = y: * t foreachsEU~‘Uandt=s’. (9*) 
Recall the definition of U(X) and y’ from (3.4). As z E p, u(z) = 1, so 
Y uCT) = 1. Also zt = sz with s E U, so u(zt) = s. Then 17,(2-i) = 
(Y$, Y”(zJ = YS 9 so from (9*) we have 
gl,(z - ‘)t)dz = T((Z - ‘)t for each t E Un U’. (IO*) 
Let 
r = (LL)U, 
/IL and fh the projections of p,, and y,, on D,, and /3’, y” the corre- 
sponding maps of U into D,. Then /I’, p E T(U, D,) and by (lo*), 
@‘)*(Un Uz)dz= (F)*(Un 17’) mod D;, so by (3.3) there exists e, E D, 
with ~‘)*(U)dz=(y’l)*(U). Let e=n,,,e,. Then Ve=/?*(U)e=T*(U)= 
y*(S) n UD, completing the proof. 
We conclude this section by remarking that Theorem 2 may be regarded 
as a strong version for nonabelian 1-cohomology of Shapiro’s lemma in 
abelian cohomology. Similarly the proposition above is a generalization of a 
(less well known) stability property of the cohomology of induced modules. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Theorem 3 was first obtained in collaboration with R. Guralnick using 
elementary group theoretic techniques. We give a cohomological proof here. 
We first recall some facts about cohomology; standard references are 121 
and 131. If U is a module for a group Q, then ZZ”(Q, U) denotes the fixed 
points of Q on U, as usual. 
Assume throughout this section that G is a finite group, p is a prime, K is 
a field of characteristic p, and V is an irreducible KG-module. Observe that 
as V is irreducible we have: 
(4.1) Zf Q is a normal subgroup of G with IV, Qj # 0, then 
H”(Q, V) = 0. In particular if G is faithful on V and 1 # Q 4 G, then 
V= [Q, VI so H”(Q, V) = 0. 
We need the following lemma which can be derived from 4.1 and the 
Hochschild-Serre sequence [3, (10.6)] or [5, p. 126, Remarque]: 
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(4.2) H’(G, V) z H”(G/Q, H’(Q, I’)) for each normaE subgroup Q of G 
with [Q, VI # 0. In particular ifH’(G, V) # 0 then H’(Q, V) # 0. 
Here we are using the fact that as Q 5~ G there is a natural action of G on 
H’(Q, I’) with Q in the kernel of this action. We also need the following 
result: 
(4.3) Let S and T be irreducible KA and KB-modules, respectively, Then 
H1(AxB,S@T)~((H’(A,S)@Ho(B,T))@(Ho(A,S)@H1(B,T)). 
Finally, we prove the following elementary result: 
(4.4) Let X a G with G/X solvable and V= [V, Xl. Then 
dim(H’(G, V)) < dim(H’(X, E)) for each irreducible KX-submodule E of V. 
Choose a counterexample to 4.4 with G/X of minimal order, let 
X< Y 9 G with Y maximal in G, and let A be an irreducible KY-submodule 
of V. If Y # X then by minimality of G/X, dim(H’(G, V)) < dim(H’(Y, A) < 
dim(H’(X, E)) for each irreducible KX-submodule E of A. As all irreducible 
submodules for X on V are isomorphic to some G-conjugate of E, the lemma 
holds, contrary to our choice of G as a counterexample. Thus X is maximal 
in G, so G = (g, X) for some g E G. 
Form the semidirect product XV and let U= CAut(VX)( V) n C(XV/V). We 
recall U is an elementary abelian p-group with U/V g H’(X, V), and that 
the action of G on V induces an action on U, and hence also on U/V, with 
the latter action equivalent to the natural action of G on H’(X, V). In 
particular as V = (EC), H’(X, V) = U/V = U= (DC), where D/E = C,,r(X), 
and D gH’(X,E). Choose n maximal subject to V,= (Eg’: O<i< n) = 
@ yzo Eg’. As X is irreducible on E and X g G, Eg’ < V, for all i, so V = V, 
as V= (EC). So I?= @yzoDgi. H’(G, V) = H”(g, i7), so we must show 
dim(C’i?(g)) < dim(D). Assume otherwise and let w= (Dgi: 0 < i < n). Then 
there is 0 # P? E C,(g). Let “i ,be the projection of W on figi. Then C Wi = 
@=tig=Cwf with @EDBit’, so @=I?~+, for O<i<n-1, and 
w”,_i = wo. Therefore G”,_ I = Go E fig”, i?= 0, so by induction on i, 
ai+, = 13; = 0 for 0 < i < n - 1. But now W = 0, a contradiction. Thus 4.4 is 
established. 
Now to the proof of Theorem 3. Assume that G is faithful on V and 
H’(G, V) # 0. If k is an extension of K then H’(G, V@ k) g H’(G, V) @ k, 
so replacing K by an algebraically closed extension, we may assume K is 
algebraically closed. By 4.1, O,(G) = 1. H’(O,,(G), I’) = 0 (by a Frattini 
argument for example) so by 4.2, O,,(G) = 1. Hence M = E;*(G) is the direct 
product of simple components. Let L be one of these components and 
X= C,(L). By Clifford’s theorem, V is a semisimple KM-module whose 
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homogeneous components Vi, 1 < i < it, are permuted transitively by G. By 
4.2, H’(M, V) # 0, so H’(M, Vi) # 0 for some i, and then by the transitive 
action of G, for all i. Similarly H’(M, w) # 0 for each irreducible KM- 
submodule W of V. 
As M = L X X and K is algebraically closed, W g S @ T for irreducible 
KL and KX submodules S and T of V, respectively. Choose W so that 
[L, WI # 0. Then S = [L, 5’1, so H”(L, S) = 0. Hence by (4.3) 
0 # H’(X, T), and then as T is a simple KX-module, [T, Xl = 0. We have 
shown that W = IL, WI and IX, W] = 0, so Vi = [Vi, L 1 and [X, Vi] = 0 for 
any homogeneous component Vi with [Vi, L 1 # 0. As G is transitive on the 
homogeneous components of M, it follows that (1) and (2) hold. Now by 
Shapiro’s lemma [ 1 (or Theorem 2): 
(4.5) H’(G, V) z H’&(L), U). 
Let Y = C,(L), A = N,(L), and B = YL. As G is irreducible on V, A is 
irreducible on U. From (4.2) we get: 
(4.6) H’(A, U) “= H’(A/B, H’(B, U)). 
Then from 4.5 and 4.6 we conclude H’(B, U) # 0. Next applying the 
argument of the last paragraph to the action of B = Y X L on U we obtain 
(3). After that we observe: 
(4.7) H’(B, U) = H’(L, U). 
For if not there is a complement B’ to U in BU with Y # B’ n YU = Y’. By 
(3), U< Z(YU), while Y’ g B’ so Y’ a B’U= BU. Thus as [L, YU] = U, 
[L, Y’l < Y’ n U= 0, so Y’ = C,,(L) = Y, a contradiction. So 4.7 is 
established. 
From 4.5-4.7 we get H’(G, V) E’ H’(A/B, H’(L, U)) 2 H’(A/Y/B/Y, 
H’(B/Y, U)) z H’(A/Y, U), with the last isomorphism following from 4.2. 
Therefore (4) holds. 
Finally, from the classification of the finite simple groups, the Schreier 
conjecture holds, so Out(L) is solvable. Hence (4) and 4.4 imply (5). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
The Schreier conjecture, and hence the classification of the finite simple 
groups, is used in the proof of part (5) of Theorem 3, and, via 6.3 and 6.5, to 
show the map in part (C)(3) of Theorem 1 is a surjection. These results are 
not needed elsewhere in the paper, which is otherwise independent of the 
classification. 
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5. MORE ON DIAGONAL SUBGROUPS 
In this section we continue the hypothesis and notation of Section 2. The 
fixed points of the action of G on A will be denoted by C,(G) or H”(G, A). 
The sets H”(G,A) and H’(G,A) are “pointed” in that they have 
distinguished elements: The identity of the group H’(G,A) and the trivial 
class in H’(G, A). 
If a: X+ Y and p: Y + 2 are maps of pointed sets with distinguished 
points x0, yo, and z. in X, Y, and Z, respectively, then 
is said to be exact if the image of X under a is the full preimage in Y of z. 
under p. 
Suppose now G acts on a group B and A is a G-stable subgroup of B. Let 
C be the coset space B/A = {bA: b E B}, and notice that C,(G) acts 
naturally by left multiplication on H”(G, C), with the latter regarded as a 
pointed set with distinguished point the coset A. 
(5.1) There is a natural exact sequence of pointed sets 
I+ H’(G,A)+@(G, B)+H’(G, C>-+‘(G,A)+ H’(G,B) 
in which the map 6 is given by 6(bA) = [y] where yp = 6-l gb, for g E G, and 
the remaining maps are the obvious ones. Moreover the fibers of 6 are the 
orbits of C,(G) in its natural action by left multiplication on H”(G, C). 
Proof. Except for the last assertion and the fact that we have not 
assumed B normal in A, this is just Proposition 1 on page 133 of [5]. The 
details are straightforward with the possible exception of the transitivity of 
C,(G) on the fibers of 6. Suppose 6(bA) = 6(&t) for some bA, dA E C. Then 
there is a E A with abbl(gb) “a-‘) = d-‘(gd) for all gE G, so that 
x = dab -’ E C,(G). But of course xbA = aIA. 
Apparently the first person to write down this sequence without the 
normalizer assumption was Giraud in his book “Cohomologie nonabeliene.” 
In the remainder of this section we assume: 
HYPOTHESIS 5.2. G is a group containing a normal subgroup D which is 
the direct product of the G-conjugates (L,: i E I) of some subgroup L. Let Q 
be the set of D-classes of full diagonal subgroups of D (as defined in 
Section 1) and let g(G) consist of the classes in %J stable under G- 
conjugation. 
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As we saw in the introduction, g(G) is important in the study of maximal 
subgroups. Our aim here is to give a parameterization of g(G) when g(G) 
is nonempty; this is accomplished in Theorem 5 below. We do not address 
the question of whether g(G) is nonempty. Thus the situation is analgous to 
a familiar one in the theory of group extensions, where one asks first if the 
extension splits, and if the answer is positive one has at least a theoretical 
parameterization of the classes of complements by H’, which may be 
computed explicitly in favorable circumstances. 
To begin, let Aut,(D) denote the subgroup of Aut(D) fixing Li for each 
i E I. Then Aut,(D) is the direct product of the groups Aut(L,), i E I. Let 
Out,(D) be the image of Aut,(D) in Out(D) and assume AT E &J(G). This 
implies G = DN,(A,). By 1.2, Aut,(D) is transitive on the full diagonal 
subgroups of D, and by 1.1 the stabilizer in Aut,(D) of A 1 is a full diagonal 
subgroup isomorphic to Aut(A,); we identify Aut(A r) with this stabilizer. 
The action of Au&,(D) induces a transitive action of Out,,(D) on %?, in which 
the stabilizer of A: is Out@,), so we have a bijection of sets Q E Out,(D)/ 
Out@,). We also have the conjugation map G -+ Aut(D), whose image 
Aut,(D) acts on Aut(A 1) since G = IV,@ l)D, and also acts on the normal 
subgroup Aut,(D) of Aut(D). This induces the map G --+ Out(D) whose 
image Out,(D) acts on Out@,) and Out,,(D). The permutation represen- 
tation of G on 9? factors through the map G-+ Out,(D) and 
Out,(D) Out(A r) is the stabilizer of AT and the coset Out(A ,) in the tran- 
sitive representations of Out,(D) Out,(D) on Q and Out,(D)/Out(A 1), 
respectively, so the isomorphism k% g Out,(D)/Out(A ,) is G-equivariant. We 
record these observations as: 
(5.3) There is an isomorphism of sets Q E Out,(D)/Out(A,) deJined by 
(OA,)D -+ POut(A,), where /? E Aut,(D) and p is the image of p in Out,(D). 
This isomorphism is G-equivariant. 
From 5.1 and 5.3 we obtain: 
(5.4) There is an exact sequence of pointed sets 
1 + H”(G, Out(A,)) + H”(G, Out,(D)) + g(G) -% H’(G, Out(A,)) 
-+ H’(G, Out,(D)) 
with A: the distinguished point of g(G) and with 6 and itsJbers described 
in 5.1. 
We next observe that by 1.1.3: 
(5.5) G acts by inner automorphisms on Out(A,), in the sense of 2.2. 
Indeed Out,(D) Out(A,) = Out(A ,) X Y(A,), where Y(A,) is the group of 
outer automorphisms induced on D by CAutca ,jAutGfD,(A,). 
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Hence we can apply 2.2 to conclude: 
(5.6) H’(G, Out(A J) is isomorphic to Rom(G, Out(A,)) under the 
isomorphism of 2.2. This isomorphism together with the projection of Out(A,) 
onto Out(L) induces an isomorphism H’(G, Out(A,)) rZom(G, Out(L)). 
Let AD E g(G) and define v”: G + Out(A) to be the composition of the 
map G + Out,(D) with the projection Out(A) Out,(D) -+ Out(A) supplied by 
5.5. Further let vf: G + Out(L) be the composition of vA with the projection 
Out(A) + Out(L). 
(5.7) v”, depends only on the class AD, not on the representative A. 
ProoJ Out(A) = Out(A”) for each x E D since Aut(A) Inn(D) = Aut(AX) 
Inn(D). 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Let G satisfy Hypothesis 5.2 and assume &J(G) is 
nonempty. Let Hom,(G, Out(L)) denote the set of homomorphisms in 
Hom(G, Out(L)) whose restriction to N,(L) is the conjugation map 
NG(L) + Out(L). Then the map 
v: 9?(G) + Hom,(G, Out(L)) 
A”k+$ 
is a bijection. 
The proof of Theorem 5 involves a series of lemmas. 
(5.8) vi E Hom,(G, Out(L)). 
Proof Let M = N,(L). The conjugation map M+ Out(L) is the 
composition of M -+ Out(D) with the projection q: Out,(,,(D) -+ Out(L). On 
the other hand v”, M is the composition of M+ Out(D) with the projections 
rcA : OutM(D) Out(A) + Out(A) and zL, so it suffices to show rrL o rcA = zL. As 
Aut(A) Aut,(D) commutes with the projection A -+ L, ker(lr,) ,< ker(7r,). 
Also zL: Out(A) -+ Out(L) is an isomorphism, so indeed 7cL 0 rcA = x1-. 
Tracing through the definitions and using 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6, we con- 
clude : 
(5.9) (1) &AD’) E H’(G, Out(A,)) is the cohomology class of the 
cocycfe g +P B-‘(v), where /3 E Auto(D) with 5AA, = A and fl denotes the 
image of /3 in Out,(D). 
(2) The image of 6(AD) in o%“om(G, Out(Ad) under the isomorphism 
of 2.2 is the orbit of the homomorphism g I-+ p-‘(“p) i(g), where i = vA I: G -+ 
Out(A ,). 
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(5.10) (1) There exists /? E Aut,(D) n C(L) with ‘A, = A. 
(2) If ,8 is chosen-as in part (l), then the composition of the 
homomorphism gw p-‘(g/3) i(g) with the projection Out(A,) + Out(L) is 
just the map 4. 
Proof. As Au&,(D) = Aut(A,)(Aut,(D) fl C(L)) part (1) holds. Choose /3 
as in part (1). G = N,(A,)D and D is in the kernel of both the map 7~: g + 
P-‘(“PI i(g) and vi, so it sufftces to show vi and the composition of 7~ with 
the projection Out(A,) -Out(&) agree on N&A,). 
Let g E N,(A,) and p-‘(“/3) = a, so that (I E_Out(A,)-and rr(gJ = .i(g). 
ket $ be the image of g in Out(D). Then “/I = l/I, so <=/I. p-‘(“/?) &’ = 
P&J-’ = n(oQ. Now a< acts on Out(A,) and ‘A, = A, so < = B(aQ acts on 
Out(A). Thus r = 5r& with rl E Out(A) and Tz E Y(A) by 5.5. Notice that 
v:(g) is the projection of <, on Out(L). Next r” = {frf with <BE Out(A,) 
and rf E Y(A r), and as the projection of ,# on Out(L) is trivial, <, and E$ 
have the same projection vi(g) on Out(L). Finally, rE = a< with 
a E Out(A,), so ai is the projection of lE on Out(A,); that is, z(g) = 
ai = rf. Therefore vi(g) = projection of r! on Out(L) = projection of 
n(g) on Out(L), completing the proof. 
(5.11) Let Rom,(G, Out(L)) denote the image of Hom,(G, Out(L)) 
under the natural map assigning a homomorphism to its Out(L)-conjugacy 
class. Then Zom,(G, Out(L)) is the image of &g(G)) under the 
isomorphism H’(G, Out(A,)) gZom(G, Out(L)) of 5.6. 
Proof: We have the following commutative diagram: 




ff,(N,(L), Out@,)) -% H’(&(L), Out(L)) 
The map a is induced by the inclusion Out(A,) + Out,,(D), and by 5.4, 
6(23(G)) = a-‘(z,), w h ere z,, is the distinguished point of H’(G, Out,(D)). 
The map d is the isomorphism induced by the projection Out(A,) + Out(L). 
The map b is the restriction map taking [y] E H’(G, Out(A,)) to [&)I E 
H’(N(L), Out(A,)). Finally, the map c takes [r] E H’(G, Out,(D)) to 
[z 0 Y/~(~)], where 7~: Out,(D)+ Out(L) is the projection. By Theorem 2, c is 
an isomorphism. As c and d are isomorphisms, b-‘(x,) = a- ‘(zO) = 6(g(G)), 
where x,, is the distinguished point of H’(N(L), Out(A,)). 
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We have a second commutative diagram: 
-f-+ Rom(G, Out@ r)) 
Here e is the isomorphism of 5.6, f is the restriction of e to 
H’(N,(L), Out@ r)), and B is defined by B([rp]) = [(D]~(~)]. By definition off 
in 2.2, f(x,) is the Out@ ,)-orbit of vA1. Hence 
d&@(G))) =B-‘(f(x,)) = {[VI ERom(G, Out(A,)): vA’ = dNcLjI 
so that the lemma holds. 
Let us review our progress to this point. We have the diagram: 
s 




Hom,(G, Out(L)) L Rom,(G, Out(L)) 
where 6 is the map of 5.3, v: AD M 4, r is the restriction of the map of 5.6 
to 6(3(G)), and s is the natural map assigning a homomorphism to its 
Out&)-orbit. By definition 6 and s are surjections, and by 5.11, r is an 
isomorphism. By 5.9 and 5.10, the diagram commutes. 
To prove Theorem 5 we must show v is an isomorphism, and from the last 
paragraph this is equivalent to the assertion that v induces isomorphisms 
v: 6-‘(x)++ s-‘(r(x)) on the fibers of 6 and s. The projection C,,,OcD,(G)-+ 
c O”tw#u~N cl f e mes an isomorphism which, by 5.1 and 5.4, induces a 
transitive action of C,,,,,,(N,(L)) = M on the fibers of 6. By definition of s, 
M acts on the fibers of s. Thus to establish Theorem 5 it suffkes to prove the 
following three lemmas: 
(5.12) M acts transitively on the fibers of s. 
(5.13) v commutes with the actions of M on the fibers of 6 and s. 
(5.14) Gutw~ (v;(G)) is the stabilizer in M of both vf and AD. 
We first prove 5.12. Suppose o and v/ are in the same fiber of s. Then 
Xv = v, for some x E Out(L). As P, w E Hom,(G, Out(L)), w(g) = rp(g) = 
i(g), for g E N,(L), where i(g) is the image of g in Out(L) under the 
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conjugation map. Thus “i(g)= i(g) for each gEN,(L), so XE M, 
establishing 5.12. 
We next prove 5.14. First consider the stabilizer Mi in M of i = v”, . x E M 
fixes i precisely when i(g) = i(g)” for all g E G. Thus Mi = C,(i(G)). As 
M=C out(L)(i(N,(L)), Mi = C,,,,,,(I’(G)) as claimed. Next consider the 
stabilizer N of AD in M. By 5.3 and the definition of the action of M on Q?, 
N is the image under the projection map of the stabilizer N, in CoUt,cn,(G) of 
the coset Out(A) E Out,(D)/Out(A). But N,, = COut(A)(G) = C,,,,,,(r”(G)), 
soN=C OutcLj(i(G)), and 5.14 is established. 
Finally, we prove 5.13. For x E Auto(D) let ff denote the image of x in 
Out,(D). Let FL E M, gL a preimage of gL in Aut(L), and a E Aut,(D) 
such that gL is the projection of d and d is the preimage of gL under the 
projection isomorphism Cout,(D, (G) -+ M. Further let a be the preimage of q- 
in Aut(A) under the projection isomorphism Aut(A)+ Aut(L). Then 
/I = Ka - ’ E Aut,(D) n C(L) with:A = 4A, and by 5.10, v((~A)*) is the 
composition of the map g ++p-1(g/3) i(g) with the projection isomorphism 
p: Out(A) -+ Out(L), where i = rA. Now p-‘(“/3) i(g) = ad -‘(gR)(g’-‘) 
i(g) = ~?(~a-‘) i(g), as d E C -out,cD,(G). Moreover a E Out(A), so (ga) = 
0) 6i(g)-‘, and thus E(ga -‘) i(g) = Eicg,. Hence v((~A)“) =p 0 “i = 
@“‘(v~). However, (KAAD is the image of A” under gl- E M, so 5.13 is 
established. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
We close this section with a corollary of Theorem 5. 
(5.15) Assume Hypothesis 5.2 and assume also that G = (N,(L), x) for 
some x E G. Then 1 g(G)1 < 1 Out(L)]. 
Proof. Each q E Hom,(G, Out(L)) is determined by p(x), so Theorem 5 
gives the indicated bound. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section G is a finite group and ME ti with ker,(G) = 1; that is 
ME n*. Let O,(G) denote the largest solvable normal subgroup of G. If 
O,(G) # 1 a well-known elementary argument shows that I;*(G) is an 
elementary abelian p-group, M is a complement to F*(G) in G, and M acts 
irreducibly on F*(G) via conjugation. Indeed %Y* 2 H’(M, F*(G)), and 
hence part (A) of Theorem 1 holds by Theorem 3 (established in Section 4). 
So we may assume throughout the remainder of this section that 
O,(G) = 1. Hence F*(G) is the direct product of the components of G, and 
each component is simple. Let L be a component of G, A = LG, and 
D = (A). This notation differs slightly from that in the statement of 
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Theorem 1 in the introduction where P*(G) = D, but in the next lemma we 
deal with case (B), hence quickly reducing to the case F*(G) = D. As in the 
introduction, Q denotes the conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of G and 
g* the set of classes with a representative in *t*. We also use the other 
notation and terminology established in the introduction. 
(6.1) Assume F*(G) # D. Then 
(I) There exists a component K of G and an isomorphism a: K + L 
such that K 6Z A, N,(L) = N,(K), F*(G) = ((LK)‘), C,(D) = (KG) E D, 
LK n M = diag(a), and F*(G) fl M is the direct product of the M-conjugates 
of diag(a). 
(2) Let Z?(L) consist of those U in KG with N,(L) = NG(U) and 
gLu(NG(L)) # 0, and let .Y denote &EY((L) a&N,JUL)). Then for 
NE&* there exists U(N) E Z!(L) such that the map (D: N” H 
(N n L U(N))LU(N) is a bijection between S??* and 9’. 
(3) @* = L.Lw~L~ Gut,,,WciW)~ 
Proof. Let 1 #A 4 G with A < C,(D). Set B = AD niI4 and 
A, = (A n M)A). AD = AD n G = AD n MD = BD. Then A, = 
((A n M)A) = ((A n M)AD) = ((A n M)BD) = ((A nM)B) < M. Also A, is 
invariant under M and D, so A, a MD = G. Hence as ker,(G) = 1, A, = 1, 
so A n M = 1. Therefore C,(D) = 1. 
We can interchange the roles of A and D in the argument of the last 
paragraph to show AD = AB and D (7 M = 1. Then A g AD/D = BD/D z B 
and similarly D E B. As this holds both for A = C,(D) and for a minimal 
normal subgroup A of G contained in C,(D), we conclude A = C,(D) is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G isomorphic to D. In particular F*(G) = AD. 
We have also shown that B = AD nM= diagv) is a full diagonal 
subgroup of AD, where /?: D -+ A is the composition of the isomorphisms 
n;‘: D -+ B and rcA: B + A, and n, and zA are the projections of B on D and 
A, respectively. As these porjections commute with the action of M by 
conjugation, so does p. Thus setting K = L,, N,(K) = N,(L), so 
NJK) = N,(L). Let a = pIL. Then diag(a) = B n LK = M n LK, and (1) is 
established. 
Next D < NJLK), so NG(LK)= DN,(LK) and hence (MnLK)LK = 
(M n LK)DK is invariant under N,(LK). Adopt the notation of 6.1.2. Then 
K = U(M) E Z!(L) and a, takes @ * into 9’. 
Next let K E P(L), XLK E 9, and R the set of subgroups flWECLKjGXW, 
X, E Xc n W. By (1.3, D is transitive on R so by a Frattini argument, 
G=DN,(Y), for YED. By 1.1 and 1.2, X=N,,(X), so Y=N,(Y). As 
G = DN,(Y), NG(Y) is maximal in G by 1.5. Hence v, is a surjection. 
Suppose X=LKnM. Then by (l), MnDEf2, so M=N,(MnD)E 
N,(Y)‘. Thus cp is an injection and (2) is established. 
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Part (3) follows from 2.4 and (2). 
Notice that Lemma 6.1 implies that the conclusions of part (B) of 
Theorem 1 hold when F*(G) # (L’). Thus in the remainder of this section 
we assume that F*(G) = (LG) = (d) = D. 
(6.2) Either 
(1) Aut,(L) = Aut,(L) and L nM= 1, or 
(2) Aut,(L) is a maximal subgroup of Aut,(L), Aut,(L) n L = M n 
L # L, and Mn D is the direct product of the M-conjugates of Mn L. 
Proof Let X=N,(L) and X* =X/C,(L) = Aut,(L). D < N,(L), so 
N,(L) = N,(L)D and then X* = L *N,(L)*. 
Suppose L * < N,+,(L)*. Then X* = N,(L)*; that is, Aut,(L) = Aut,(L). 
SO L <N,(L) C,(L). Now if l#LnM then L=((LnM)L)= 
((L n M)LC~(L)) < ((L n M)NdL)C~(L)) = ((L n M)NdM(“‘) < M, contradicting 
ker,(G) = 1. Thus L fI M = 1 and (1) holds. 
So assume L * 4 N,,,(L)*. Let N* E &8X’ contain N,(L)*. As X* = 
L *N,(L)* and N,,,(L)* <N*, we have N* = (LnN)* N,(L)*. Let 
B = ((L n N)“‘). As L n N a N,(L), B is the direct product of the M- 
conjugates of L n N. Then MB < G with BN,(L) =NMa(L), so 
N,,(L)* = N*. Hence MB is a proper subgroup of G, so as M is maximal, 
B<MB=M. If dEMnD-B then as M is transitive on A and B(lM, 
we may choose d so that d* & B* = (L f7 N)*. Then as N* E ++, 
X” = (d*, N*) ,< NM(L)*, contrary to our assumption. Thus MAD = B 
and (2) holds. 
We now partition a* into three subsets according to the three subcases of 
case (C) of Theorem 1: 
& = (NE %*: Aut,(L) = Aut,(L) and Nn D = I ) 
&$ = {NE m*: Am,(L) = Aut,(L) and N n D # 1) 
+z$ = {NE FZ*: Aut,(L) is maximal in Aut,(L)}. 
Let V,F denote those classes in @?* with a representative in mf. We record a 
lemma restricting members of H;“. 
(6.3) Assume D = L. Then L n M # I and M = NG(L n M). 
Proof LnM4 M, so if LnMf 1 then M=N&(LnM) by 
maximality of M. So assume L n M = 1. Then G is the semidirect product of 
L with M. Then M is isomorphic to a subgroup of Out(L), so M is solvable. 
Let X be a minimal normal subgroup of M. Then X is a p-group for some 
prime p. By maximality of M, M= NG(X). So C,(X) = 1. Thus L is a p’- 
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group and there exists a unique X-invariant Sylow 2-group T of L. Then 
M = NG(X) < N(T), so M < MT < G, a contradiction. 
Let II: N,(L) + N,(L)/C,(L) be the natural map, and define +z{ and %?‘I as 
in Theorem 1; that, +z; is the set of complements N to D in G with 
Aut,(L) = AutG(L), and g; is the set of orbits of G on ti;. Observe that by 
Theorem 2, the map 
rp: XG tt (Nx(L)+” 
is a bijection between %?‘I and the set of Lx-classes (Yrc)“” of complements 
Yz to Lz in N,(L)n such that Inn(Ln) < Aut,,(L7c). By definition nr E n;, 
and conversely a member X of +z; is contained in n,* if and only if X is 
contained in no member of +z;. Thus the conclusion of the first paragraph of 
part (C)(l) of Theorem 1 holds. We postpone the discussion of the second 
paragraph until the next section. 
The next lemma handles E’$. 
(6.4) (1) rf ME ; then there exists r E .P*(G, L) such that 
M f? D, E ~-Fr and Mn D is the direct product of the M-conjugates of 
MC-D,. 
(2) The map MG +P (Mn D,)Dr is a bijection of Ff with 
u %r(N~(&)). 
I-e p*(G,L) 
(3) lg’2* I < lLP*(G, L)l IOWl. 
Proof If M E fiF then 1 #M n D, so M n D projects nontrivially on 
some member of A. As Mn D i? M and M is transitive on A, M f? D 
projects nontrivially on L. Then 1 # Aut,,(L) a Au&(L), so as 
L = F*(Aut,(L)), the projection of M f? D on L is surjective. So 1.5 implies 
part (I). Indeed 1.5, 1.3, and a Frattini argument yield part (2). 
To prove (3) we may assume 9 = aDr(NG(Dr)) is nonempty for some 
r E .a *(G, L), and it remains to show (9 I< (Out(L)\. But this follows from 
5.15, since by minimality of r(i, N,(D,) is primitive on r, so N,(L) is 
maximal in NG(Dr). 
Finally, to complete the proof of Theorem 1, we deal with %?‘f. 
(6.5) The map NG + AutN(L)*n”(L) is a bijection of 5F$ with the set of 
conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of Aut,(L) not containing Inn(L). 
Proof Let X = N,(L) and Xx =X/C,(L) = Aut,(L). By 6.2, NM(L)* is 
maximal in Xx if ME tiz3, and Mf7 D is the direct product of the M- 
conjugates of M n L, so the map 
C/I’: NG w (NnX)*X’ 
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takes %?F into the set y of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups of X* 
which do not contain L *. If Y*X* E 9 then L n Y # 1, X= LN,(L n Y), 
and N,(L n Y) is maximal in X by 6.3. Let a be the set of subgroups 
J&Ed W,, where W, E (L n Y)” E K, and let WE a. By 1.3 and a Frattini 
argument, G = DN,(w). A second application of 1.3 shows 
r= { E 0: Zn L} is invariant under V= C,(L) and C,(L) is transitive on 
r, so choosing Wn L = Yn L, we have V = C,(L) NV(lV). Thus 
N,(L n Y)* =Nx(w)*. H ence NC(W)’ E 5??: is mapped onto Y*** under 
rp, so rp is a surjection. By 1.3 and 6.2, rp is an injection. 
Notice we have completed the proof of Theorem 1, modulo the proof of 
Theorem 4. Theorem 4 is established in the next section. 
7. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
In this section we assume the hypothesis and notation of Theorem 4. We 
investigate which members of n; are 9~2:. In general e;” is properly contained 
in e; ; for example, the argument in 6.3 shows: 
(7.1) IfO,(G/D)# 1 then Sf?‘: is empty. 
Recall O,(H) is the largest normal solvable subgroup of a group H. If 
G = A, wr, S where S is a split extension of E,, by A, and R is of order 16, 
then by 7.1, 5?? ;” is empty, while by Theorem 2 e; is nonempty. On the other 
hand there are many examples of groups G with Vf nonempty, as the next 
lemma shows. 
(7.2) If no subgroup of G/D properly containing N,(L)/D has a 
homomorphic image whose generalized Fitting subgroup is isomorphic to L, 
then @‘:: =+?‘I. 
Proof: Suppose TEei and T<XEn. Then X=T(XnD) with 
XnD# 1, so XE n:. By Theorem 1 there is rET*(G,L) and A E;T 
such that A =XnD,. Then U= N,(L) < Y = N,(A) and Inn(L) < 
AutJL) = AutJA) < Aut,(A), so F*( V/C,(A)) z L, contrary to the 
hypothesis of this lemma. 
Observe that if G z A, wr, A,,+ 1, where Q is of order n + 1, then by 7.2, 
g’:: is nonempty. 
(7.3) Let L be normal in a group H, K = C,(L), r the set of all normal 
subgroups J of H contained in K with HIJL E HfK, I = n,,, J, and 
H” = HfI. Let x~’ be the set of conjugacy classes XH of complements X to L 
in H with H = XK. Then 
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(1) K* is the direct product of components Kjk, 1 < i < n, isomorphic 
to L and normal in H”. Moreover r= {Hi: 1 < i< n}, where 
Hi* = nj,i Kj? 
(2) Let 9 = uy=‘=, QcLKij*(H*). Then for X” E s’, (Xn LK)* = 
Hi* x (Xn LK,)* for some i, and the map XH + (X n LKi)*LK is a bijection 
of ~4 with 9. 
(3) 4 = {XH: Hi = Xn K} is of order 0 or ~C,,,,,,(Out,(L))I, so 
1-d I = m I GutcLl (Out,(L))1 where m is the number of i, 1 ,< i < n, with 
6J cLKij4H*) nonempty. 
Proof. Let R s Z be of maximal order k subject to K = K/Z, = 
<, x ... x Z?,, with Ki E L, I, = n,,, J, and R= {He l<i<k}, where 
Hi=n.,i~j.LetJEr.J14~withKIJrr.L,soeitherJ=Ror~l~~KlJ 
and hence J = Hi E Q; we may assume the former. Let 8 = {J} U 9 and 
Ka = K/Z,. Then Ka = Ja X (Zo)a with Ja E’ Z? and (Zo)a E K/J g L. But 
now the maximality of k is violated. 
So (1) holds. Let XH E Yap. Then X f7 KL is a complement to L in KL, so 
X n K g LX = H, and as H = XK, (X n KL)/(X n K) is also a complement 
to K/(X n K) in KLI(X n K). Thus LK/(X n K) = L(X n K)/(X n K) x 
K/(X n K) z L X L, so that part (1) and 6.1 imply parts (2) and (3). 
(7.4) Assume r E 9*(G, L) and ADr E gD,.(NG(Dr)). Then 
(1) DC,(A) is normal in N,(D,) and is the kernel of the map 
N&D,) = DN,(A) + N,(A)/N,(A) -+ Out(A). 
(2) N,(L) n DC,(A) = DC,(L). 
(3) Either N,(L) DC,(A) = N,(D,) or DC,(A) = DC,(L). 
(4) DC,(A) 9 N,(D,) if G = MD. 
Proof. If G = MD then DC,(A) 5j DN,(A) = DN,(D,) = NG(D,), so 
(4) holds. (1) is trivial once we observe AutvDcA,(A) = Inn(A). 
D < N,(L), so N,(L) n DC,(A) = D(N,(L) n C(A)). As Z E 9*(G, L), 
N,(L) < N,(D,). As AD’ is N&D,)-invariant, DC,(L) = D(N(A) f? DC(L)). 
The projection map A -+ L is N,(A) n N,(L)-equivariant, so N,(L) n C(A) < 
C,(L), and as DC(L) induces inner automorphisms on L, N(A) n DC(L) 
induces inner automorphisms on A so N(A) n DC(L) < N(L) n AC,(A) < 
N(L) n DC,(A). Therefore (2) holds. 
As Z’E 9*(G, L), N,(L) is maximal in N&D,.). Thus as 
DC,(A) 4 N,(D,) by (l), either N,(D,) = N,(L) DC,(A) or DC,(A) < 
N,(L), and since it remains only to prove (3), we may assume the latter. 
Then DC,(A) = DC,(L) by (2), so (3) holds. 
For Z E Y*(G, L) let m& consist of those NE fflf with N n D, E Fr. By 
6.4, a; is partitioned by (+z,*,,,: Z E .~P*(G, L)). 
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THEOREM 7.5. Let ME H; and set E = DC,(L). Let TE 9*(G, L) with 
+z:,~ nonempty. Then M is contained in a member of n&. if and only if either 
(a) E and DC,(L) are normal in NG(Dr), or 
(b) the section N,(L)/E has a normal complement in NG(D,). 
The proof of Theorem 7.5 involves a series of lemmas. 
(7.6) If M is contained in a member of H& then (a) or (b) holds. 
ProoJ Assume NE n& with M<N, and set A=NnD,. Then 
N,(L) <N,(A) so that the projection A --) L is N,,,(L)-equivariant. Hence 
C,(L) = C,(A) n N,(L) and therefore 
(7.6.1) DC,(A) n N,(L) = DC,,,(L) = E. 
Let xEMnDC,(A). As ME&{, Inn(L) < Aut,(L) and then from the 
N,(L)-equivariance also Inn(A) < AutNtiL,(A). So there exists y E N,,,(L) 
with y-lx E C,,,(A). Thus M n DC,(A) < N,(L) C,(A), do 
(7.6.2) DC,(A) = D(M n DC,(A)) < N,(L) DC,(A). 
By 7.5.3 either DC,(A)= DC,(L) or N,(L) DC,(A)=N,(D,). In the 
first case DC,(L) g No(D,) by 7.4.1, and also DC,(A) < DC,(L) < N,(L), 
so by ‘7.6.1, DC,,,,(A) = DC,,,(L). So by 7.4.4, DC,(L) g N,(D,). Thus (a) 
holds. 
So assume the second case holds. Then by 7.4.4 and 7.6.2, 
K,(A) ~4 N,(D,) = N,(L) DC,(A), so by 7.6.1 DC,,,(A) is a normal 
complement to N,(L)/E in N,(D,). Thus (b) holds, completing the proof of 
the lemma. 
Because of 7.6 we may assume during the remainder of the proof of 
Theorem 7.5 that (a) or (b) holds; to begin assume (b) holds. Let K be the 
normal complement guaranteed by (b). Then N,(D,.) = KN,(L) and 
Kn N,(L) = DC,(L), so the map 
(7.7) N&D,) + KN,(L)/K -+ Out,(L)+ Out(L) 
extends the conjugation map N,(L) + Out,(L) -+ Out(L). Therefore by 
Theorem 5 there exists AD E BD,.(Nc(D,)) for which the map in 7.7 is 
N&D,) --f NG(A)/ND(A) + Out,(A) -+ Out(L). 
Hence by 7.4.1 the kernel of this map is DC,(A), while it is evident from 7.7 
that K is contained in the kernel. Thus K < DC,(A), so as D Q K we have 
(7.8) K = DC,(A). 
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D,=AC+(L), so AD =ADr= ACDrcL). Then as N,(D,) acts on AD, by a 
Frattini argument N,(L) C,,.(L) = UC,,.(L) for some subgroup U of N,(A). 
As C,,.(L) n N(A) = 1, U is a complement to C,(L) in NM(L) C,(L). 
Let V = UC,(A). Then V < N(A). C,(L) C,(L) = C(L) f? N,(L) C,(L) = 
c(L) n UC,(L) = c,(L) c,(L), so DC,(L) =DC,(L) = E. As K is a 
complement to N,(L)/E, N,(L) = E. Therefore: 
(7.9) N,(L) = DC,(L). 
N,(L) = DN&) and N,(L) C,(L) = UC,(L), so: 
(7.10) N,(L) = UD. 
Therefore N,(L) = K n UD = C,(A)D n UD by 7.8. Then by 7.9: 
(7.11) DC,(L) = UD n C,(A)D. 
U normalizes A and L and hence commutes with the projection A -+ L, so 
C,(L) = C,(A). By 7.9, C,(L) < K, so: 
(7.12) C,(L) = Un C,(A). 
From 7.11 and 7.12 we obtain: 
(7.13) (Un C,(A))D = UD n C,(A)D. 
Let a:V-+ VD/D be the natural map. If u E U and k E C,(A) with 
uk E ker(a) then ua = (ka)-’ E Ua n C,(A)a = (Un C,(A))a by 7.13. So 
as U n D = 1, u E C,(A). Thus uk E C,(A) so we have shown: 
(7.14) ker(a) < C,(A). 
Therefore Vn D = C,(A) n D = C,(A) = C,(D,). Also by hypothesis 
N,(D,) = KN,(L), while KN,(L) = KUD by 7.10, so by 7.8, NG(Dr) = 
DUCK(A) = D V. Hence: 
(7.15) V/C&‘,) is a complement to D/C,(D,) in N,(D,)/C,(D,). 
As a consequence of 7.10 and 7.15 we have: 
(7.16) UC(D,) = NY(L). 
From 7.16, N,(L) C,(L) = UC,(L), while UC,(L) = N,(L) C,(L) by 
construction. Thus N,(L) C,(L) = N,(L) C,(L), so by 7.15 and Theorem 2, 
NM@,) C,(D,) is conjugate to V in NJD,.). Therefore N,(D,) acts on 
some member of AD, and hence we may assume without loss of generality 
that N,(D,) <N,(A). Hence M acts on B = (AM) and B E a,,. Thus 
Beg(G) andMfN,(B)E+&. 
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This completes the analysis of case (b), so during the rest of the proof of 
Theorem 7.5 we may assume (a) holds. Let K = C,(L), X= N,(L) C,(L), 
and Y=KnX. As ME&, X is a complement o L in N,(L) with 
N,(L) = XK. By hypothesis E 4 N,(D,) > N,(L), so Y = E n K g N,(L). 
We now apply 7.3 with N,(L) in the role of H, observing Y is in the set r of 
7.3 because Aut,(L) z X/Y (as ME m;). It follows that: 
(7.17) Y 4 N,(L), LK/Y= (LY/Y) x (K/Y) with the factors N,(L)- 
isomorphic, and (Xn LK)/Y is a N,(L)-invariant fill diagonal subgroup. 
Notice Y = C,(L) C,(L), LY = E, and LK = DC,(L). By hypothesis LK 
and E are normal in N&D,). Let 2 = N&D,) f-l C(LK/E). Then 
N,(L) ,< NG(Z) and as N&D,) is primitive on r, either 2 <N,(L) or 
N,(D,) = ZN,(L). L z LK/E = F*(N,(L)/E), so Z Cl N,(L) = E, and 
hence in the latter case Z is a normal complement to N,(L)/E in N,(D,). 
But then we are back in case (a), so we may assume Z <N,(L). Hence: 
(7.18) E = N&D,.) n C(LK/E). 
By 7.17, L is N,(L)-isomorphic to LK/E, so the map 
(7.19) N&D,) + Out,,,+,(LK/E) + Out(L) 
when restricted to N,(L) is equal to the conjugation map N,(L)+ Out(L). 
Therefore by Theorem 5 there is a class AD E gD,(NG(Dr)) such that the 
kernel of the map in 7.19 is the same as the kernel of the map N,(Dr)+ 
OutN,A,(A)-+ Out(L). By 7.18 the kernel of the map in 7.19 is E, while by 
7.4.1 the kernel of the second map is DC,(A). 
Thus we have shown: 
(7.20) E = DC,(A). 
As in case (a), there is a complement U to C,(L) in X which acts on A. 
Let U, = U n LK. Then: 
(7.21) XfILK= U,&(L). 
We conclude from 7.17 and 7.21 that: 
(7.22) U,Y/Y is a N,(L)-invariant full diagonal subgroup of LK/Y= 
LY/Y x K/Y. 
LK = A(Xn LK) by 7.22, since LY = AY. Thus 
N&A) = (A(Xn LK)) n N(A) 
=A(N(A)nXnLK) 
=A(N(A)n uoCAL>> by 7.21 
= A U, C,(L),). 
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Let V= U,C,(D,). We have shown: 
(7.23) NJA) = A V. 
C,(A) <E < N,(L) by 7.20, so the projection A -+ L commutes with 
C,(A) and thus: 
(7.24) C,(A) ( C,(L) = K. 
Next N&4) induces inner automorphisms on A, so N,,(A)<AC,(A), 
and the opposite inclusion follows from 7.24, so: 
(7.25) NJA) = A x C,(A). 
Let a: AC,(A) -+ A be the projection map. For u E V, u = a(v)k for some 
k E K by 7.24, so as LY = AY we conclude: 
(7.26) Ya(u) is the projection of Yv on LY/Y for each v E V. 
Let us examine the map in 7.19 more closely. Given an isomorphism 
a: T+ S let a*: Out(T) -+ Out(S) be the induced isomorphism defined by 
a*~rOf+#usO”Oq7’a-1, for lp E Aut(T) and ,q: Aut(T)-t Out(T) and 
pS: Aut(S)-+ Out(S) the natural maps. We chose A so that the diagram 
N,(A) I 18’ Out(L) 
commutes, where rc: A + L is the projection and (using 7.21) o: LK/E + L is 
the composition of the inverse of the projection V/Y + K/Y z LK/E with the 
projection V/Y+ LY/Y g L. Let 0 = u o z-l; then we can fill in 8* in the 
diagram and still keep it commutative. Observe that by 7.26 and the 
definition of 8: 
(7.27) tY(Eu) = a(v) each u E V. 
Let y E N,(A). Then y acts on AC,(A) = AV by 7.23 and 7.25. Thus for 
u f V, uy = y(u) /J(v) for some y(u) E A and P(V) E V. Notice (Ev)~ = E/~(U). 
Moreover from the commutativity of the diagram, there exists x E A such 
that B((Eu)yX) = B(Ev)y” for each u E V. As x E A GE, (Eu)~~ = 
(JV%~))~ = EP( v 1, so by 7.27, a@(v)) = a(~)~~ =a(uy*) for all u E V. 
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Next uyX = (Y(U) P(u)Y = y(v)” [x, p(v)-‘1 p(v) with 6(u) = 
y(v)” [X,/~(U)-‘1 EA. So a(/?(~)) = a(uyX) = a(@~) /3(v)) = 6(v) a(/?(~)), and 
hence 6(u) = 1. So uyx =p(u) E V, and therefore: 
Let lV=N,(A)nN(V). By 7.28, N,(A)= WA. As LY=AY, 7.22 
implies NA( V) = 1, so W is a complement to A in N,(A). Thus as N,(D,) = 
N,(A) D,, we conclude: 
P-29 W/C, (4) is a complement to D/C,(D,) in N,(D,)/C,(D,). 
Recall that M acts on A and observe that U acts on U,, and hence also on 
V. So U < W. Thus C,(L) N,(L) = C,(L)U = X = C,(L) N,(L), so 
applying Theorem 2 to N,(D,)/C,(D,) an using 7.29, we conclude that d 
N,(D,) is conjugate in N,(D,) to a subgroup of W. Hence without loss 
N,(Dr) < W. Then M normalizes the direct product T of the M-conjugates 
ofA, so M<N,(T)E&, completing the proof of Theorem 7.5. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4, and hence complete the 
proof of Theorem 1. Let ME n;. As we observed during the proof of 7.2, 
ME +z;” if and only if M is contained in no member of +z?. Hence as $ is 
partitioned by (ez,: TE ,P*(G, L)), ME n: if and only if for each 
Z-E .y*(G, L), M is contained in no member of ~;,r. Therefore Theorem 7.5 
implies part (1) of Theorem 4. 
Let H = N,(L) and 7~: H + H/C,(L) the natural map. By Theorem 2, 
,u: M+ N,(L)x is a bijection of +z; with the set P” of complements YZ to LK 
in Hx with Inn(L) < Aut,(L), and ,U induces a bijection ,u*: g’; + !? of the 
corresponding orbits of G and H. By part (1) of Theorem 4, ,~(n:) consists 
of those YZ E .Y with LC,(L) E 8. Adopt the notation of 7.3 with (Hq Lz) 
in the role of (H, L) in that lemma. Further choose notation so that 4 is 
nonempty if and only if 1 < i < m. Observe that {LH,: 1 < i < m} is the set 
of normal subgroups of H satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition 
of B and LC,(L) = LH, for each (Yn)” E 4. (Hi is defined in 7.3.) 
Therefore 7.3.3 implies part (2) of Theorem 4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
We close this section with another parameterization of Pr and $??‘I. 
Namely, in the notation of Section 2, we prove: 
(7.30) Let & be the set of classes NL of complements N to L in 
N,(L)/C,(L) with Inn(L) < Au&(L), let r: g” + s&’ be the map supplied by 
Theorem 2, let q: JZ?’ --) ZomzGF(L, (DC,(L)/D, L) be the map supplied by 2.2, 
and let a = q o ,B be the composition of v and ,K Then 
(1) a defines a bijection %?I z Rom,G(,,(DC,(L)/D, L). 
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(2) a(%?:) consists of those orbits qL such that the inverse image in 
DC,(L) ofker(p) is in 8’. 
Proof: By Theorem 2 and 2.3, ,u and n are bijections, so a is a bijection. 
By Theorem 4, MC E F’ is in Q * if and only if E = DC,,,(L) E 8. But 
E/D = ker(q,) where N = N,(L)C,(L)/C,(L), and nN is defined in 2.2 and 
N = ,u(M), so (2) holds. 
APPENDIX: CORRECTIONS TO REF. [4] 
In an appendix to [4] two theorems on maximal subgroups were stated 
and proved in outline. The following corrections should be made in the 
statements of these results: In the first theorem “Let H” at the beginning 
should read “Let H # 1,” and the expression “prime cardinality” in part (a) 
should be “cardinality # 1.” In part (e) of the second theorem “p” should be 
“k”; also “subgroup” in the first line should be “proper subgroup.” 
Corrected statements of these theorems are given below. 
THEOREM. Let H # 1 be a subgroup of a finite direct product 
G = niC, Gi of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. Then the transitive 
permutation representation of G on G/H extends to a primitive permutation 
representation of some group in which G is the socle if and only tf either 
(a) there is a partition ,P of I into subsets of equal cardinality # 1 
with H the direct product nse,VAs of full diagonal subgroups A, of the 
subproducts ni,s Gi, or 
(b) the subgroup H is a direct product ni,, Hi where Hi is a 
subgroup of Gi which is an intersection Gi n I?, for some maximal subgroup 
fii of a group Gi with Gi z Gi c Aut Gi. Also, for each pair i, j of indices 
there must be an isomorphism of G, with Gj carrying Hi to Hj. 
THEOREM. Let M # -dn be a proper subgroup of the symmetric group S,. 
Then some conjugates of M is contained in one of the subgroups listed below. 
Here 1 < m < n and p is prime. 
(a) S, x S,, m + k = n (intransitive), 
(b) S, wr S,, mk = n (imprimitive), 
(c) S, wr S,, mk = n, m > 5 (product action), 
(d) V.GL(V), pk = n = 1 V(; V a vector space over GF(p), 
(e) (G wr S,)Out G, 1 G Ikp ’ = n, G a nonabelian simple group, 
(f) an automorphism group of a nonabelian simple group G < dn, 
containing G and acting primitively (the full normalizer of G in S,). 
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The group in (e) is the extension of G wr S, by the outer automorphism 
group Out(G) obtained from the natural extension Aut(G) of a diagonal 
copy of G; this isotropy group is Aut(G) X S,. As mentioned in [4] this 
theorem was obtained independently by Mike O’Nan. 
The assumption Hf 1 in the first theorem is necessary, as the examples at 
the end of the section Main Results show. A similar correction should be 
made in Cameron’s statement of this result. Theorem 4.1 in [ 11. (The 
possibility G, f7 N = 1 should be allowed.) However, this probably does not 
affect the applications he discusses. It has no effect on the list above of 
possible maximal subgroups of the symmetric and alternating groups, since 
the groups arising this way are contained in subgroups of type cc). 
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